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Grades and Records: What Are The Standards?
By James Henderson and Paul Czarnota

The grading and record procedures
have engendered much debate within the
student body in recent semesters. Late
grades and varying practices in posllng the
same are only two issues raised. The Res
Gestae spoke recently \vith 5Chool officials
concerning grading. course curves and
student records.
Course Curves
Course grading does not follow a
mandated curve at Michigan. Associate

Dean Susan Eklund stated that all professors have been given a copy of the Faculty
Grade Guidelines. First year class grades
are suggested to be distributed as follows:
A+: 0-3%

A+: 0-3%
A: 18%
B+: 21%

A:. 13%
B+: 21%

B:29%

B: 25%
C+: 25%
C: 11%
D+: 0-3%
D: 0 -1.5%

C+: 19

C: 10%
D+: 0-2%
D: 0-1.5%
E: 0-0.5%

Meese Keynotes Banquet
---- -

By Clinton Elliott
Former U.S. Attorney Gt·ncral Edwin
Meese, who resigned his po!>illon last year
under allegations of Improper activities,
delivered the summary address In last
weekend's 8 th Annual Fedc:ralist Symposium on Law and Public Polley.
Speaking before a crowd of more that
400 people ln the Dining Hall. Meese substantially recapitulated some of the more
memorable remarks from some of the
symposium's most notable participants and
told the generally conservati\'C crowd that
victories emanating from the e..xecutlve and
judicial branches of government would be
msufficlent to preserve and advance the
conservative agenda.
Furthermore. Meese maintained that
law students and practicing attorneys.
tnclined towards the Federalist point of
\iew, m u st devote more of U1eir skill and
expertise towards pro bono work ln causes
hnked to preserving constitutional guarantees of private property.
Addressing the Issue of private property and the need to protect erosion of these
nghts by "legislative excess. judiclallndtfference and executive abuse. Meese said
that concern about these rights has been a
recurrent theme In constitutional and social
debates s ince the found ing of the American
republic.
Since the symposium was entitled
'Property: The Foundtng, The Welfare State,
and Beyond,· Meese said tile he would
concentrate on "the beyond" aspect of the
problem. He said that without legislative
gains in both the House of Representatives
and the Senate. the courts would be Inclined to protect private property only so
far as will eventually be determined by the
public will.
"'The legal system, without regard to

E: 0·0.5%
Upper-le\·el classes are recommended to be
curved thusly {graded exams only):

photo by AmJt Shan.

Former Attorney General Edwin Mees e

m.1

the political system. can't furnish protection to valued constitutional principles,·
said Meese. Moreover. he insis ted that the
president must deploy his e nforcement
power to more sk.lllfully administer judicial
pronouncements ln Important social areas.
"There is equal and competent responsibility on the executive and legislative
(branches) to enforce the Constitution.·
said Meese, who insisted that conservatives must use their best thinking and
resources to find non-federal solutions to
the growing problems of m edical waste
disposal and Increasing dangers to the
ozone layer.
"There are difficulties to be resolved
and opportunities for more creative thinking as to how government responds to
these problems with the leas t Interference
with private property.· said Meese.
"There Is no better pro bono activity
than protecting rights guaranteed under
the Constitution.·

The guidelines were adopted as amended
In April. 1983.
Those curves posted by the faculty on
either bulletin boards. such as the wailing
wall. and outside offices were copied by the
RG and accompany this article. The RG
requested the curves of the professors who
did not post their grades. but the Law
School has refused to release them unW it
has determined whether curves are public
lnfom1aUon.
Associate Dean Edward
Cooper said that the university has contacted the University's General Counsel to
see If they are compelled to release them as
public Information under the Michigan
Freedom of Information Act. Cooper fu rther slated that a review of the grading
curves has not been made in a number of
years. but that he believes the faculty Is
working within the guidelines. Such reviews help to set the guidelines.
Grading Deadlines
Grades are due sLx calendar weeks
after the last day of the exam period, a
deadline set by the faculty. Dean Eklund
commented that the Records Office re-

quires about two weeks after receiving the
grade sheets to proce<.s lran"<'riph Dean
Lee Bollinger. In an lntemew wuh Tile Rc>s
Gescae. stated that the ·ume period ol!ght
to be shortened, probably to one month.If a professor Is late In picking up
exams orin turning In the grade sheets. the
Records Office sends remtnders. "There
are no punitive measures· for tardy professors. Eklund commented. She furthe r said
that any measures would be In the prov·
!nee of Dean Bollinger. Bollinger told the
RG tilat he would be reluctant to tmpose
sanctions unless there is evidence of· egregious behavior.· Eklund commented that
no measures ha,·e been levied during her
tenure with the school.
Professors are not required by tile
school to post grades. The official procedure is for students to tum tn a selfaddressed. stamped postcard with their
exam If they want to learn their grade
before transcripts a re ready.
Student Records
Students have partS of their records In
three places In the Law School. First are
the admission materials. course selections
and grades In the Records Office. Second
are Financial Aid Office fLies. Third Is the
letter of recommendations and resumes tn
tile Placement Office. Placement files are
often accessed by employers. Financial ald
ftles are only accessed in relation to the
gra nting of loans and ald.
S tudent records and transcripts are
subject to various rules. Student restrictions are spelled out In "The University of
See GRADING, page ELEVEN

Bollinger justifies
I C
. .
1
ommencement I nmtatton
By James Henderson
Dean Lee Bollinger. In an interview
with The Res Gestae Tuesday. announced
that FBI Director Wllliam Sessions has
accepted the Law School's Invitation to
speak at this May's Law School Commencement. Despite the decision to ban
the FBI from recruJUng at Michigan Law
School, the Dean felt that Sessions has
been re~pondlng to the p.roblems withln
the FBitn a manner befitting an admJnistrator of "real Integrity and sensitivity.·
Bollinger commented that It Is •tm'
portant for the Law School to hear what a
person in this setting thinks can and

I

I

I

s hould be done with an organization which
has problems of systematic bias.· Furthermore. he emphasiZed that the invitation was extended to WtllJam Sessions. not
to the FBI.
The Dean stressed the tmportance of
distinguishing bet\veen the treatment of
the Placement Office and the manner In
which s peakers are Invited to the Law
School. WhUe the former Is a commercial
e nterprise, the latter Involves the "world of
Ideas. ·
·a would be Intolerable to apply stringentldeologlcal tests to the sorts of .speakers we Invite, · Bollinger concluded.

I
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Federalist Kudos
THE FEDERALIST SociETY held its national
convention this past weekend here at Michigan.
An impressive array of judges, scholars and
commentators were assembled for two days of
debate on various current and intellectual topics. The panel discussions and dinners were well
attended and planned, with things running pretty
much on schedule. Members opened their rooms
to others needing a place to sleep. In short. the
federalists were good hosts.
Events such as this reflect well on Michigan.
Guests come, see the fine facilities available and
interact with our faculty and students. When
the gathering notables include six circuit court
judges as well as legal scholars, lt is important
to put forward our best foot. The federalists did,
and deserve credit for a job well done.

Grading Gripes
Complaints about grading and school procedures are nothing new to a law student's life,
and Michigan has had its share this term and in
the past. It will likely continue. But positive
steps to address these concerns can be taken,
with little cost and great benefit.
Firstly, the grade deadline should be moved
up. Six weeks to get exams graded and posted
is overly generous. Four weeks, a.k.a. a month,
is more than enough to get the marks recorded.
Secondly, some real penalty must be established for profs who do not make the deadline.
The habitual tardiness of certain faculty members, and the group generally, is repulsive. The
current method of hurrying professors along,
coaxing, is a failure. Without a sanction, changing the due date will be irrelevant.
Finally, student records should be more secure to scrutiny. Currently, all a faculty member needs to do to access a student's file is
simply ask. Not enough. The term "need to
know" should mean e:dlibiting some explanation for the request. Further, a record of who
has accessed a student's file should be kept,
available to the student for review. This will
give assuran~that confidential records are so.
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=============Dissenting Opinion

Put Yourself in Islam's Shoes
By Tim Martin

Book burning and death threats In response to the
expression of conslituUonally protected free speech ap·
palls me, but I feel compelled to say a few thJngs about
Salman Rushdle and The Satanic Verses.
First. it ls narrow-minded and intellectually lazy for
anyone to overlook the offensiveness of a book that has
shocked the religious sensibilities of millions of people. We
don't have the Intense religious convictions offundarnen·
talist Shiites, so for us the reaction by many devout
Muslims seems patently absurd. This ls understandable.
but It does not j usUJY a complete lack of effort in trying to
explore the opposing point of view. We condemn KhomelnJ,
and rtghUuUy so. for messing with our value system.
Blasphemy may be punishable by death In Iran. but we
think otherwise In the West. Yet nothing will ever be
accomplished In our relations with Iran and other Islamic
nations if we faU to understand the hurt and sense of
outrage experienced by those who take religion more
seriously than we do. At least we can try to Imagine how
a fundamen talJst Shiite feels about blasphemous litera·
lure. I am not so n aJve as to discount the possibility that
many people who are torching The Satanic Verses use
religion as a prete.xt to cloak crass anti-American senti·
ment. But others are genuinely upset. and justifiably so.
The proclamation of faith ·· there Is no god but the One
God. and Mohammed Is his prophet ·· Is first and foremost
as one of the Five Pillars of Islam. Their value system Is an
Important to them as ours Is to u s-· please recogniZe this.
Ills even more disconcerting to h ear many law stu·
dents make stupid and Insensitive remarks about Mus·
llrns generally because of the Rushdle alTair. Some
fanatics happen to be Muslim. but not every Muslim Is a
fanatic. Unfortunately, I have heard a lot of talk In and
around the Law School that leads me to believe that not
everyone h ere can make this distinction. Contrary to
common myth. Khomeinl a nd fundamentalist ShHles are
not representative of a diverse Islamic population that
,stretches from western Afr)ca to Indonesia. Nor is It faJ r to
·characterize- Islam as a backward reHglon stee~ In

vengeance and intolerance. Dhimmis (non-Muslims) had
been enjoying rl'II~Ious tolerance in the Middle East
centuries before St. Bernard commanded his recruits to
"baptiZe or extcnninate" the infidel during the Crusades.
The scphardim In the 16th century emigrated to the
Ottoman Empire. where they were permitted to live as
Jews after bemg expelled in the 1490s by Ferdinand and
Isabella. the most "holy and Catholic" rulers of Spain.
Finally·· and yes. I have heard this -- not all Muslims are
terrorists. Only ignorance and Western smugness can
e..xplaln such a broad and unfounded accusation.
If Khomeinl Is \\Tong. we should respond as lawyers
and philosophers: make the constitutional arguments.
emphasize the legal and ethical implications of censors hJp
and death threats. but don't attack Muslims generally.

'Nothing can be accomplished in our
relations with Islamic nations if we fail
to understand the hurt experienced by
those who take religion more seriously
than we do. At least we can try t o
imagine how a fundamentalist Shiite
feels about blasphemous literature.'

The Ayatollah may be a psycho theocrat ·· ·up you rs.
Islam" Is not. however. the a ppropriate response.
The blasphemous nature of The Satanic Verses does
not justify Khomeini's actions. and Salman Rushdie should
never have to fear for his life for voicing religious criticism.
But God comes first and free speech second for many
fundam entalists. some of whom mayview putting a hlt on
Rushdie as the fulfillment of a religious duty that tran·
scends the legal and ethical precepts of any society. We
must confront this unpleasant truth If we are to learn
1
anything from the Rushdie affair.
'
•
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Sontething Randall Adams Never Done
By Robert Goldberg
This is the story of the Hurricane
The man the authorities came to blame

For something that he neuer done.

- Bob Dylan
An ill Wind of injustice blew across Dallas 12 years
ago. condemning an innocent man to a gruesome death.
This is the story of Randall Dale Adams. a genUe man
sentenced to die In Texas's electric chair for a murder he
didn't commit- surely the most hellish nightmare imaginable. Adams. the hero of Errol Morris's numbing
documentruy The Thin Blue Line. came Within a week of
execution.
In 1976Adams. a 28-year-old laborer with no criminal
record, drove into Te.xas. A bearded and bedraggled
drifter. he had the mind boggling misfortune - the incalculably bad luck- of chancing upon a stranded motorist
hitchhiking on the highway. Unbeknownst to Adams. his
benevolent decision to pick up David Harris would almost
seal his fate.
Harris. a 16-year-old sociopath, was a murderer's
murderer - cruel. remorseless and utterly devoid of any
conscience.
Adams and Harris spent the night together in a Jessthan-wholesome way- drinking. s moking pot and watching skin flicks at a drive-in. Harris dropped Adams ofT at
his motel. ending the evening for Randal l Adams.
But David Harris's evening wasn't over. Stopped
several hours later by Dallas police, Harris emptied his
pistol into the chest and htad of Officer Robert Wood.
Dallas prosecutors. bless their hearts, don't take a
police officer's murder lightly. Someone- anyone- had

to pay for Wood's death. For several reasons, that person
wasn't David Harris - he was too young for the death
penalty. he was shielded by the Ku Klwc. Klan and, after all,
he was a home-grown Texan.
But Randall Adams was old enough for the death
penalty, he was protected by nobody and, after all, he was
just an outsider. DaUas prosecutors have a ghasUy motto:
Any prosecutor can convict a guilty person. but a great
prosecutor can convict an Innocent one. By that s tandard.
Dallas prosecutors are superb.
Pollee arrested Adams and brutally Interrogated him
- six hours without a lawyer or even a phone call. An
officer asked Adams to sign a confession: Adams refused.
The officer asked Adams to pick up the murder weapon:
Adams refused . The officer drew his revolver. aimed at
Adams's chest and ordered him to sign the confession:
Adams. \vith stunnJng bravery. refused.
The chief prosecution witness aganst Adams was
David Harris. the murderer himself. Harris. a beac.ly-eyed
monster \vith a shocking criminal record. cut a deal for his
testimony (prosecutors dropped pending charges).
The most damning prosecution witness was Emily
Miller. a crackbrained imbecile who positively identified
Adams as the killer. MIIJer drools in the ftlm about her love
of detective movies and her uncanny ability to spot murderers. Her hus band. who was with her that night.
admitted the Impossibility of seeing the killer's face in the
darkness.
After Adams's conviction. two doctors Visited him in
his cell to determlne whether he was psychotic enough to
warrant the death penalty. Known as the -killer psychiatrists: these two grim reapers always recommended
death. After a 15-minute interview (with s uch meaningful
inquiries as Adams's Interpretation of · a rolling stone

gathers no moss"), Drs. Death condemned Adams for
showing no remorse. Well of course he didn't s how
remorse, fellas: He didn't kill anybody.
The Texas Court of Criminal Appeals upheld the
conViction, 9-0. The U.S. Supreme Court overturned the
death sentence, on procedural jury-selection grounds. 81. The trial judge bragged about being vindicated. 10-8.
Realizing a second jury might justly acquit Adams. the
government commuted the death sentence (over Adams's
objection) and avoided a new trial, leaving Randall Adams
in prison for life. his case unreviewable.
Harris. currently on Texas death row for yet a nother
murder, has recanted his testimony. proclaimed Adams
innocent and effectively confessed to killing Officer Wood.
!\ow 12 long years later- because Morris stumbled
across Adams (during research on the killer psychiatrists)
and publicized his long-forgotten case - an appellate
court has granted Adams a new trial. The court unani·
mously found that prosecutors had suppressed eVidence
favorable to Adams. decel\·ed the trial court (saying witnesses were outside Texas when they were In a Dallas
motel) and knowingly used Miller's perjured testimony. If
the government decides not to retry Adams. he will finally
go free. Luck may liberate htrn. just as luck condemned
him.

Randall Adams as an Individual angers me. Texas
stole 12 years of his life. What a monumental. outrageous.
honiflc injustice.
But Randall Adams as a symbol scares the hell out of
me. How many more Randall Adamses a re rotting in
prison? How many more Randall Adamses have we
already murdered? And most frightening of all. how many
more Randall Adarnses wUI America kill to quench Its
thirst for blood?

Open Secret Faculty Meetings to Public
To the Editor:
The [rumored) selertlon of FBI Director William Sessions as Law School commencement speaker Is the latest
decision concerning students made behlnd closed doors
and without student input.
While this decision and many of those enumerated in
last week's RG article about a possible Open Meetings Act
lawsuit may be seen as Issues of Interest to only certain
segments of the s tudent body. the faculty routinely makes
decisions that affect aU students, regardless of their
political outlook.
Last year. for example. the faculty considered (and
apparenUy came quite close to) eliminating the summerstarter program. The discussion and vote were carried on
without allowing students to address the fa culty. although
there were students with very strong views on both sides
of the question.
The debate over the summer-starter program was tied
to the issue of financial aid - another area of faculty
policy-making that has great Impact on the lives of students. The recurring Issue of recognizing financial independence. the treatment of all of a married student's
assets (not jus t one-hall) as the student's and other rules
of the financial-aid game are determined by the faculty.
Certainly. many of the decisions made by the faculty
are not contrary to students' Interes ts. The faculty has in
recent years staved ofT attempts to ellmlnate practical
programs (clinics and the trial-practice course) and to
close down the Journal of International Law.
But even such laudable decisions s hould not be made
without allowing students to know that the Issue is being
~

addressed. to hear faculty members· positions and to voice
their own concerns. Those in the ivory tower are often
unaware of the concerns students have. Further. faculty
members are not always In the best position to ascertain
what is in the students'- which should mean in the Law
School's ·· best Interest.
We believe that faculty meetings s hould be open to
students. and that open meetings are required under the
Michigan Open Meettngs Act. While the Idea behind the

lawsuit began withln the membership of the National
Lawyers Guild, the effort now involves many who are not
members of the NLC. We encourage anyone Interes ted in
the lawsuit to contact any of the undersigned. Greater
faculty access and accountability are In the interest of aU
Michigan law students. Join us.
Lisa M. Batey
Edward Chavez
Eric DeSilva

Lea Hairrell
Charles J . Vigil
Ronald Wheeler

MacKinnon Is Feminist Scholar
To the Editor:
I was pleased to see that The Res Gestae gave frontpage status (Feb. 22) to the faculty's recent decision to
extend a tenured offer to Catharine MacKinnon. I was
also relieved to fmd that the false impression created by
the headline that Professor MacKinnon had been ap·
pointed was corrected in the ftrSt paragraph of the article
(as far as I know, MacKinnon has not yet accepted
Michigan's offer).
I was disappointed, however. to read on and fmd that
the extent of the RG's comment on MacKinnon was that
she is a · noted First Amendment scholar.· MacKinnon's
reputation as a First Amendment scholar comes primarily from h er controvers1al work in drafting local laws
defming pornography as a violation of women's civil
rights. Before MacKinnon's analysis, the legal question
on pornography was a question offree speech - whether

government censorship harmed the pornographer (the
speaker). MacKJnnon asks the legal question. ·Has a
woman been harmed In the production of. or as a
consequence of. pornography?" If the answer Is yes, the
woman has a cause of acllon against the pornographer.
A Feb. 24 headline In The New York Times ("Job Offer
to Feminist Scholar May Mark Tum") acknowledged the
significance of Michigan's offer. In the words of this
article. "What makes the offer to Ms. MacKinnon noteworthy is that so many of the feminist acadernJcs who
criticize the legal system as a male-biased Institution
have had trouble winning tenure.· I hope that MJchlgan's
tenured offer to MacKinnon marks a new willingness
among law schools to read and think about fernJnlst
scholarship seriously. and recognize the important contribution of non-traditional academic work.
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Wet T-Shirt Column Trivializes Sexism
Male Power
To the Editor:
I don't mind controversial articles. they contribute to
dialogue. What I do mind. given our Inundation with
v;ritten information, are columns spewed out with litUe or
no thought given to their topic. Robert Goldberg's piece
last week. "We'll Have a Gang Bang," contains the ins ight
of. at most. five minutes of reflection. Yet. Goldberg's
column is still instructive. not so much for what it says.
but for what it fails to say.
In his piece on the wet T-shirt contes t/gang bang
fantasy that he a ttended (which he accura tely labels
pornography). Goldberg describes. but he fa ils to explain.
He courageously retells the event, and the feelings he had
while watching. but then shrinks away from a ny ana lysis.
as if embarrassed that he even raised the topic of pornography in the first place. In fact. by the end of his column
he dismisses the s ignificance of his own s hocking obser\'alions ("humiliating degradation. - ·pure objectification.·
"Ul11Ilislakable violence. ··reduced women to sexual beasts")
by counseling the reader that, although violence again st
women may be distasteful and offensive, it's really not that
important after all Let's "live and let live. ·
Why does Goldberg tnviallze the event? Because to
rreat the malter seriously would gi\'e credibility to the
process of examining and explaining pornography. This is
understandably a fribhtening prospect. as it may lead to
some disturbing and embarrassing conclusions about our
society. about ourselves. about men. about Goldberg.
about myself, about power. about sex. Responses like.
'Anything consenting adults do is OK by me" a nd "Let's
leave intoleran ce to :V1usl!m fanatics." are respons es tha t.
rather than explain pornography. represent a retreat from
an inquiry into Its mc<ming. This retreat cleverly contains
Its own j ustifi cation as it condemns any real opposition to
the objectiflcatlon and vJOic•nce endured by women. lnbelmgsuch opposition fnnnllca l and Intolera nt. Ironically. in
the retreat. the violen< e against women Is exulted as some
sort of exercise in free choice or free expression . while
opposition to the violence Is condemned as anti-pluralLStic, threatening to freedom of e..'C pression and Individualistic behavior.
The Goldberg retreat and I grant him the comfort
that he is a ccompanied by the great majority of us - relies
on a number of assumptions a bout women. sex. power
and pornography which are worth exploring. First. Goldbergassumes tha t pornography Is about se..x a nd indecent
exposu re. about frustrated men and exhibitionist women.
\\'hat Goldberg denies in this assumption. Is that pornography. as his example Ulustrates. Is an expression and
celebration of male power. Andrea Dworkin. the woman
Goldberg disparages. has written. "Male power Is the
raison d'e tre ofpornography. the degradation of the female
lS the m eans of achieving this power." Goldberg's ov.rn
\ivid example of one- form of pornography supports
Dworkin's thesis. What is the relations hip between the
'throngs of men" and the "Women like cattle" in this
'typical s lea2e bar?" Isn't the woman an a nimal. the man
a real person? Persons own animals. The men shout
Cf'ders; !he women comply. Masters control servants. The
wome n are abused: the men are the abusers. Violence is
the prerogative ofpower. Goldberg describes an event that
is many things, but the sum of these things is male power
and female s ubordination.
By ass uming Dworkin's opposition to pornography is
an oppos ition to sex a nd obscenity. he finds he must
distinguis h himself. ("I'm no Dworkinlan prude. Anything
consenting adults do is OK by me.") Prude Is defined as a
Woma n who is overly concerned with being proper or
modest. particularly \vith regard to sex. But. Dworkin Is
not concerned Wlth the arousal of prurient Interes ts: nor
ls s he o pposed to sex or obscenity. She Is opposed to the
Subordination of women and defines pornography as the
sexually explicit s ubordina tion of women. She explains,
'The Ins ult that pornography otTers. invariably. to s ex Is
accomplis hed in the active subordination of women: the
creation of a sexual dynamic In which the putting down of
women. the s uppression of women, and ulllmately the

brutalization of women. is what sex is ta ken to be [her
emphasis).· By thinking that the display is only about sex
and obscenity, Goldberg validates Dworkin. Goldberg
sees the putting down. the suppression, the brutalization
of women. not as a dynamic that subordinates women, not
as a celebration of male power. Goldberg accepts the
insult that pornography otTers to sex: He has taken the
subordination of women to be sex. entertainment, pleasure. And. if porn is mere ly about sex and not about the
sexual exploitation which hurts women as a class. then
porn Is no atrocity. Rather. it becomes somebody's civil
liberty.
Goldberg assumes equality. He erroneously asserts
that men and women are equal, autonomous actors in the
process that degrades women. ("Who's more blameworthy
for this dis turbing display - mlsownistic men or maso·
chis tic wome n? Remember. it takes two to tango. ")
Goldberg's choice of the word "tango" is interesting. In
Goldbe rg's own description of the event. women are gang
raped In song. women a re reduced to animals. women are
s hivering on stage. women are abused. Yet. Goldberg
denies tha t women are victims of male power: the women
are "seif-tlagellaUng [my emphasis)." To assert that this
happens to women who a re masochis ts, i.e .. to women
who wa nt and enjoy\1olence perpetra ted by men. not only
denies male responsibility for the violence. but it s ubscribes to a view of female sexuality that perpetuates the
gang rape fantasies tha t Goldberg describes. Women want
violent. abusive f - . In this manner, Goldberg has
become a participant In the process that eroticizes violence agains t women and sexualizes inequality. Rather
than perceive the inequality and abuse, we are advised to
Imagine equality.
Goldberg gr:es women three choices. You can participate in you r own degradation and humilia tion (then you
a re a foolish masochis t). or you can rebel against it (then
you are a "Dworklnian prude") or you can do nothing ("live
and le t live"). Doing nothing is the preferred option
a ccording to Goldberg. and Is consistent with what men
have advised women for ages. Doing nothing means know
your place. don't make waves. submit to and support the
stat us quo. He thus sends the very same message that the
wet T-shlrt/ gang rape fantasy sends to women. That is.
real women are feminine: feminine is conformity. passivity. compliance. You lake the abuse and learn to like Itthat's what makes the world go round. Real men are
masculine: masculine is active. aggressive. shocking.
rebellious. distasteful. offensive - that's too bad. This
explains Goldberg's dismissal of Dworkin as prudish. She
Is rebellious and shocking: she fights against pornography. against violence toward women. She's therefore not
femlnlne, not a real woman, not how women are supposed
to be. S he's probably frigid.
Goldberg decries the dichotomy set up by the pornographic event he attended - the dichotomy of female
conformity and manly individualism - yet he disparages
Dworkin because she violates that dichotomy. Implicit in
Goldberg's inconsistency is the recognition that for women
to break out of"exlstlng solely for others' petty pleasures,·
for women to exist for themselves and not solely for men.
female Individualism may be born at the cost of male
individualism. Apparently. though disturbed at the female condition. Goldberg has decided the cost of change
is too great for men. Intolerance to pornography thus
becomes fanatical. Dworkin must be put back In her
place. Individualism is only for men.
The cost of Goldberg's false dichotomy Is that it does
not allow women to be Individuals. to experience the
freedom of expression and range of choice which Goldberg
wants to reserve and protect for men. The denigration of
women s pares many men the recognition of what they feel
is an Impossible formula: that women can be powerful.
intelligent and non-submissive and still be sexual. This
dualism runs deep in male consciousness and to confront
it is to confront male power. Misogyny Is a means for maintaining the female-male dichotomy, for protecting men
from the fear that the dualism may be ·wrong. This
explains. In parl men's fear of(and Goldberg's distrus t oO
Dworkin. feminists and lesbians. They render the dichot-

omy fa lse.
So. we see where an examination into the meaning
a nd purpose of pornography can lead. But, before all of
this gets too uncomfortable, before I have a chance to
discuss why Goldberg. that sensitive soul himself. enjoyed
the pornography, ("I watched and laughed"). why many of
us would enjoy it along \vith him. let me dispense with the
entire matter with an idea I borrowed from Goldberg. Let's
assume the irrelevancy of pornography. Let's believe that
what Goldberg saw and experienced Is something played
out on the fringes of society. with litUe relevance to us
"otherwise sensitive souls.· with litUe relevance for you
and me. One way we can do this Is to deny that the ideology
of pornography is real. It's a myth subscribed to by only
a few misogynists and masochists ... you know. the Ted
Bundys of the world. This way we can obscure Goldberg's
disturbing observations on the Strip that night That
violence- the women hating - It was mere drama. It's not
real. It's a "show" according to Goldberg. deserving of no
more serious treatment than a movie review by Slskel and
Ebert. We can respond to it by gesturing \vith our thumbs.
To suggest that pornography is about the power men
have over women. and that pornography is power displayed in the acts men do to women ... why that's . . . that's
... that's jus t ... prudish. fanatical. Islamic intolerance.
Except to a ·oworkinlan prude" like me.
Mark Botts

'Fatuous Sexist'
To the Editor:
Every week I have the dubious pleasure ofopening The
Res Ges rae to see whom Robert Goldberg has self-righteously ms ulted this time. I won't waste my time addresslng
mos t of the points in las! week's column. But! must say
how s ick 1 am of his fa cetious prerension to concern for
social issues.
His very a ccount of what he was doing at a wet T-shirt
contest is offensive. "Like any dedicated journalis t. I
forced myself to observe this social phenomenon." he
simpers. Bulls---! There's no huge media demand for
accounts of wet T-shirt contests. He was there for the
same reason the "drunken sailor" next to him was. He
laughed and appla uded the gang bang jokes rtght along
with the rest of them. Real funny.
I was repulsed by his complete lack of perception of the
reasons women participate in wet T-shirt contests. This
society. like most socializes females from the time they are
toddlers to believe that their function in life and the only
road by which to gain acceptance. is to make themselves
clean, quiet and attractive to males. Women are told,
implicitly and explicitly. that their brains are worth nothing and their bodies are their only means of achieving
-success" or recognition.
Goldberg's response to women who conform to this
socialiZation is to call them ·masochistic" and "self-flagellating.· (Well. that gets you right ofT the hook for cheering
a t that wet T-shlrt contest. doesn't it. Robert Goldberg?)
On the other hand. his response \o women who fight to
change this system is that they are fat. sweallng dykes In
dirty overalls (his brilliant perception of Andrea Dworkin).
Women are damned if they do and damned if they don't, in
his world.
I was also amused by Goldberg's coinage of the phrase
·Dworkin ian prude" to describe anyone who doesn't agree
with him. What is a prude. In his estimation? A person
who doesn't think treating women like mindless pieces of
meat to be Insulted and degraded Is good clean fun? In
that case. Dworkin and those rna t ure enough to agree \vi th
her are prudes Indeed.
But I wouldn't call Dworkin a prude in the way fatuous
se..'dsts llke Goldbergordlnarlly thlnkofthe word. Rather,
I would call her a person who cares about the human
worth and dignity of all people. And this Is something
which Goldberg. as he proves every week in his pathetic
column. obviously does not care about.
Elizabet h Inglebart
Women Law Stude n ts Associat ion
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Students React Favorably
to MacKinnon offer
By Christine Drylie

While tenured positions for female
scholars are rare enough, the recent offer
of tenure to feminist scholar Catharine
MacKinnon has been called a breakthrough
for women and feminist scholars alike.
MacKinnon has helped shape much of the
current legal response to sexual harrassment. but her work remains controversial.
She criticizes Jaw school as a male-dominated institution, and like many critics of
the system. has had difficulty finding a
permanent teaching position. MacKinnon
has taught at seven colleges in the past ten
\'ears. and Is currently at Yale Law School
~·bile on leave from a tenured position at
York University in Toronto.
MacKinnon's position on pornography
has drawn a great deal of attention and
criticism. According to MacKinnon. pornography legitimates male domination of
women by making this domination appear
natural. Her response is a statute giving
women who can prove injury a cause of
action against the pomol!rnpher. In some
cases. women would have the right to have
the pornography removed from the market. The statute focusl's on the harm to
indiv1dual women, making pornography
the a civil rights action rather than governmental regulation . .MacKinnon's work also
draws fire because of her open discussion
of se.wallty and gender roles In relation to
power.
Yale Law School's decision to offer her
a visiting position was pn·ceck'd by several
months of debate whirh polarized the fac-

ulty. Critics attacked her scholarship and
her Involvement In pollUcs. In contrast.
the Michigan faculty seems to have reacted
positively to MacKinnon's writings. MacKInnon has never taught a t Michigan. yet
the offer was made without the usual invitation to spend one semester as a visitor.
For MacKinnon. the offer was !Ike a "call to
the priesthood.· "I take It as a victory for
women. in that you can hold out for the
Integrity of ~u r work and still survive.·
Students also seem enthusiastic about
MacKinnon's presence at Michigan. Second- year student Mark Botts said, "I am
fascinated v.~ th her scholarship and find
her theory indispensible to my legal education.· He cmtlnued. "MacKinnon would
bring to Michigan what the legal education
and profession need: women. feminist
theorists. ar.d more scholars with the
courage to challenge the lmpllclt assumptions oflegal method and theory.· Secondyear student Martha Umphrey fmds MacKinnon to be ·one of the most powerful and
Incisive femirist voices In the country ...
.• She notes. "Whether one does or does not
agree with MacKinnon's approach (to legal
Issues such as se.wal harrassment and
pornography). one can no longer ignore her
presence as a major legal theorist. Her
Ideas are too gripping. her voice too strong.·
Many studen ~s and student groups have
written MacKinnon. encouraging her to
come to Michigan. Dean Gordan summed
up the fcelln!!5 of many students and faculty members by saying. "I think It's great!"

By Clinton Elliott
The Executive Director of the Arab
American Institute dellvered an address at
the Law School last week in which he
Ins isted that recent allegations of antisemitism against the Editorial Board of
the Michigan Daily are nothing more than
the fr uit of unwarranted suppositions advanced by certain segments of the community seeking to stifle debate about the
Israeli- Palestinian conllict.
Dr. James J. Zogby. who spoke in to
approximately 100 people in Rm 100 in
Hutchins Hall. maintained that as the
American public has become acquainted
with the dynamics of the situation in Israel
and grown sympathetic to the Palestinian
plight. those fearful of an open debate on
the issue ha,·e resorted to charges of antisemitism in a futile attempt to restrain
legitimate criticism of Israeli occupation
policies in the West Bank and Gaza Strip.
Zogby insinuated that Americans have
been victimized by something of a media
conspiracy that has focused disproportionately on the Israeli world \iew and the
attitudes of American Jews to socio-economic and geopolitical changes in the turbulent region.
"Israelis are people. We can see them
In our minds. We have images ofthem. We
know them from scenes in Exodus (a
movie),· said Zogby. ·we do not know the
Palestinians... When the Israeli people are
Insecure. we arm them against the threat.·
he added.
"All of our aberrations stem from the
basic failure in our political conscious-

ness to deal with the humanity of the
people. The debate has been too s kewed."
said Zogby. who has served as an advisor to
the Rev. Jesse Jackson.
According to his analysis. until the
recent uprising In the Occupied Territories. there was a ·non-existent debate" on
the situation of the Palestinians. He further alleged that the American public suffers an unfortunate historical amnesia \vith
respect to the various atrocities perpetuated against Palestinian. Lebanese and
other Arab civilians by the Israeli military
on raids into Lebanon-purportedly to
pacify terrorists.
"Torture did not begin this year. · said
Zogby. citing reports in the London Times
of Israel's deployment of mass deportations and e.xpulslons of union leaders and
community spokespeople for poll tical ends.
"'The collective punishment of civilians
began in 1968 and continued when Israel
anne.xedJerusalem and the Golan Heights.·
said Zogby. noting that these actions were
accompanied by forced displacements.
seiZure of land. denial of water rights.
settlement tn Palestinian lands and a ·policy
of displacement" designed to make way for
the stale.
Furthermore. he asserted that American Jewish groups such as the Anti Defamauon League and APAC has used their
considerable Influence to harass and lnt1mldate anti-Israeli speakers and positions through their numerous local chapters.
C'n the Issue of anti-semitism In some
See ANTI-SEMITISM, page ELEVEN

Brzezinski Delivers 1989 Copernicus Lecture
By Clinton Elliott
Former Na tlonal Secu rlty Advisor Zblgmiev Brzezinski was at Hackha.m Auditorium last week to deliver the 1989 Copernicus Lecture as pari of the University's
Copernicus Endowment pro~ram.
That series derives its name and purpose from the educational legacy of Copernicus. the 15th century Polish astronomer
who promulgated the theory that the earth
and other planets revolve around the sun.
Here at Michigan. the series Is Intended to
compliment the program in Polish studies.
Brzezinski. who deli\•ered a lecture
entitled ·communism: Terminal Crisis. ·
addressed a multitude of dilemmas confronting International communism and
insisted that economic and political liberalization programs in the So\1et Union and
the Peoples Republic of China are evidence
of the cataclys.mlc failure of communism as
an operational social force.
Moreover. he maintained that the
United States and Its Western allies should
remain milita rily vigilant but not overly
obsessed with the threat posed by dysfunctional societies that have considerable
military might but Lilliputian economic
muscle.
"International affairs were largely
shaped. in the course of this century. by
the rise of communism. Indeed. this century. tn many respects. was dominated by
the rise of the communist phenomena.·

selves. that their Ideology will prevail sim- state can be thrust aside as an idea withsaid Brzezinski.
"Hlllerisrn was an epiphenomenon ply by resort to the relenUess engines of out serious or compelling content.
Speaking ofChina. Brzezinski said that
compared to the totality of the communist history.
He msisted that there has been an Chairman Mao's successors have come to
experience and Its globaJimpact: he added.
·commur.ism seemed to be riding a appreciable rise In a sort of ·apocalyptic see so-called ·creal Leap Forward" and the
crest of histor)". Yet.
pesstmism" emanating ·cultural Revolution: as ·monstrous
from the Soviet hlerar- abnormalities· that cost much more than
today. It Is in fact my
thesis, that we are
chy and that this ab- they delivered and wreaked untold social
witnesses to its tersence of opttmism has havoc an an extraordinarily resilient peasminal crisis.·
manifested itself In a antry.
Furthennore. he insisted that EastBrzezinski said
drive reexamine the
"historical legitimacy· em Europe Is reeling under So\1et dominathat althoug;1 the
tion because communism Is not rooted In
death of an i~logy
of the current regime.
Noting that Gen - the domestic experience but artificially
was not the sane as
the death of a huera! Secretary Gor- Imposed as a result oft he outcomeofWorld
bachev has presided War II and Soviet e.xpansionlsm.
man being, it "is a
"Eastern Europe is most concerned
over a major new proprocess. that i3 none
gram of economic and with Western Europe and regaining Its own
the Jess discenlble. •
The era o:· comsocial liberalization. he centrality in the continental perspective.
munlst centrality. of
asserted that this re- said Brzezinski.
He noted that the So\iet Union retains
ality has necessarily
the paramour.tcy of
resulted a critical ex- a veneer of homogeneity, but that this Is
communism ir. world
amlnation of recent being eroded by rising nationalism and
affairs, of It as a fo- ,
cus for Intellectual
Soviethistorythathas Inter-ethnic strife In the country's diverse
Interest. as a source
yielded the disquieting republics.
In summary. he suggested that there
ofintellectualaldeophoto by cllntoD EDJcct refleclion of a society
logical tnspiralon, as Former Natioaal Security Advisor Zbigniew that suffered 20 years were five alternatives for the Soviet union.
a social experiment. Brzezinski emphasizes the demise of of· corrupt stagnation· with the first and the last least likely to
Is pretty much com- ,communism.
, under Leonid I. occur.
First. Gorbachev could success libering to an end." said
Brezhnevand30years
alized the economic and poilUcal system to
of "lethal criminality" under Josef Stalin.
Brzezinski.
He substantiated his allegations with
According to Brzezinski. when these the ultimate benefit of the society. This
comments referring to a decline in the 50 years are placed In proper perspective. would Involve the decentralization of the
notion. among Soviet communists them- the "historical legiUmacy· of the Soviet
See COPERNICUS, page T EN
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Federalists' Convention Ad
The Idm of Property
By Chris McGuire
The first panel discussion . moderated
by Tom Bethell. a syndicated columnist.
drew a capacity crowd into Room 100 on
Friday evening. wtth avid sympos lum-goers
also overflowing Into Room 116 to partake
of the events through a televis ion monitor.
The panel consisted of Prof. Richard A.
Epstein of Chicago Law School. Prof. William I. Miller of Michigan Law. Prof. Carol
M. Rose of Northwestern Law. and Mr. J effrey Paul. who presented work prepared by
his wife. Prof. Ellen Frankel Paul. who was
ill. She teaches at the Social Philosophy
and Policy Center at Bowling Green Stale
University.
Prof. Epstein began the panel discussion by noting. to the amusement of the
audience. the nuisance problem caused by
a cacophony of car horns on State Street.
He then went on to trace an outline of a
libertarian conception of the basis for property rights. llle familiar bundle of properly
rights, he noted "Is not random, but coheres and forms a whole.· According to
Epstein, the bundle consists of rights protecting three distinct areas - possession.
use. and disposition.
With these In place. activity can take
place through ·priYate, \'olunlai)'. decentralized transactions enforced by a nightwatchman state: He noted that these
areas are each protected by a particular
portion of the common law- ·possession·
by the law of trespass, ·use· by nuisance
law. and "disposition· through contract as
well as defamation law when it serves to

grounding of property rights In a natural
protect advantageous relationships.
The libertarian conception presented rights context. Paul argued tha t property
"a good first approximation· for the devel- rights properly arise from a na tural rights
opment of the common law, Epstein as- philosophy and, In par!Jcular, points out
serted. He noted tha t some exceptions may the dangers ofjustifying property rights on
be appropriate if they produce "pareto either utilitarian or Parelian grounds. She
superior results• and tha t these generally used the case of Moore u. Regents of t.he
consis ted of "various necessity transac- UniversUy of California, decided In July
tions· produced in "localized contexts· and 1988, as an exam ple of the vindication of a
gave the example of a traveler needing to na tural rights basis for property rights.
cross private land when the only public The case Involved the unconsented reright-of-way was blocked. Epstein closed moval of body tissues by researchers from
by criticizing the Supreme Court. a court Moore, a leukemia patient. during a seven
which he said ·eviscerates· property rights year period. While telling the patient that
through extensions of the police power. the tissue samples. consisting of bone,
zoning laws and prohibitions against the blood. blood serum, sperm. and skin. w..:re
sale of some items.
being removed for his own benefit. the
Prof. Paul's contribution focused on a
Se e IDEA. page TEN
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Professor Page and Judge Kozlndk.i share a light m om ent before the liability debate.

The Ownership~ Life
By Ellen Marks

This panel, moderated by Michlgan
Law School Professor Patricia White, proved
to be.ln actuality. about surrogate motherhood and its morality, benefits and risks.
Professor Peter Schuck of Yale Law
School opened the panel with the assertion
that surrogacy can be a morally acceptable
practice whose benefits are likely to be
immense and whose risks can be minimized through regulatory provisions.
Since "Infertility is a personal calamity
of Immense dimensions· and adoption Is
much less avaUable now than in the past.
Schuck felt that surrogacy should not be
simply banned.
Schuck was not indifferent to its ethical problems. though. ·surrogacy is unques tionably baby selling. It is, however.
baby selling wtth a difference.· Recognizing the negative connotations of that dellnltion. he emphasized that surrogacy creates new and desperately life.
Schuck acknowledged that surrogacy

fees raised problems, but pointed to the protections. Since that would be contraxy to
fact that sperm and eggs a re sold routinely. the conception of the Constitution. he also
He added that many surrogate mothers felt that fe tuses should be automatically in"feel thay have performed a priceless, albeit cluded In Its protections.
compensated service.·
TakJng a view In between these was
Most surrogate mothers have already Professor AnJla Allen of the Georgetown
had their own children and should there- University Law Center. "'The law can easily
fore be able to anticipate the emotional accomodatc the commercialization of life, so
bond. Indeed, said Schuck. problems have we have to be careful,· s he said.
arisen In only about 2% of the total arWhile pointing out that "labelling surrorangements. He ultimately recommended gacy as s lavery Is a moral and legal conregulating surrogacy, rather than banning demnation,· Allen felt that the analogy could
it.
be useful. She discussed Polly Crockett. a
The second speaker, Walter Webber woman who had been kJdnapped Into slavfrom Free Speech Advocates. was a re- ery and, with the assistance of a s laveplacement for Joseph Sobran of the Na· holding attorney, was able to prove that she
tiona/ Reuiew. Webber argued that things had the right to freedom for herself and her
may be immoral and not produce harmful child. She said the story illustrated both
results. He included surrogacy In this that ownership laws could be applied withcategory. "It's a matter of a fundamental out reference to morality and tha t wellprinciple being violated.·
meaning people can engage In unjust.
Webber's main argument was that Immoral practices.
despite Roe u. Wade. fetuses deserved and
Discussing a right to privacy defense of
should be accorded the protection of the s urrogate motherhood, Alle n said that she
14th and 13th Amendments. After assert- didn't accept the right to privacy in that
tog that "the Constitution has to be given a context. although s he supports It in every
broad presumptive construction.· he ex- other context to which It has been applied.
pressed concern tha t individuals would She felt tha t It Is an Inappropria te doctrine
have to prove their right to cons litutlonal
See SURROGACY, page TEN

The Federalist Society's eight~ nal ional symposium on law and p ubLIC polIcy was held thiS past weekend al M ichigan Law School. This year's conuention.
which was tu ledPrope rty: The Founding.
The Welfare State, and Beyond. featured
fwe panel diScussions, a debate, and a
banquet Saturday euening addressed by
Former Atlomey General Edwin Meese.
The Federalists describe themselves
as a group ofconservaliues and libertari-

[

Liability:The New
By Chris McGuire

The Friday night debate was moderated by Judge Alex Kozlns kJ. U.S. Court
of Appeals. Ninth Circuit. The cu rrent Uability system was defended by Prof. Joseph A. Page of Georgetown Law Center
while it was attacked by Mr. Pe ter Huber.
a fellow at the Manhattan Ins tit ute. The
debate centered around who ·owns· the
right to sue for damages in products
liability cases in a sense who · owns· the
property railed liability - once the ownership oft he product has been transferred.
I Iuber began his attack by discussIn~ the warninl!s reouirecl on some orociurt:-; and produced a copy of the warmng
insl'rl inrluclcd by some manufacturers
ol oral rontmcpth·es. which seemed to
ronsist of several square feet of liny type
pr<><lured on onion-skJn paper. Huber
then talked about a purchaser of cherry
yol(urt and the warning on the container
that the cherries contain pits. Huber
contt>nded that ·everything has pits of
one kJncl or another· and people should
be allowed to contract about who has
responsibility for the pits.
By pointing out an a rray of useful
products no longer available from piston
airplane engines to some intrau terine
de\1ces as well as the increased cost of
Items such as vaccinations and football
helmets. Huber asserted that these are
the costs of our current liability system.
as well as decreased willingness on the
part of companies to develop and produce
new products. He said that when courts
refuse to enforce contracts. the result Is
·adults being treated as children and the
courts acting In loco parentis.· He later
mentioned that a ·statist weighing of risks"
should not be substituted for the will of
the contracting parlies. He closed by
noting that people should be allowed to
contract over the two fu ndamental questions of"Who owns the cherry ?Who O\Vns
the pitT
Page opened by saying that if he had
known that Huber was going to bring the
Infamous oral contraceptive warning. he
would have brought along his audio tape
of screaming Ford Pinto bum victims.
Liability is being used ·as a figleaf" to
cover up other underlying problems.
according to Page. He noted that when
phys icians claimed they would not help
s trangers because of a fear of lia bility.
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dresses Prope
ans interested in the current state of the
iegal order, and founded on the principles
that the state .exists to preserve .freedom.
!hat the separation of governmental powers is central to the Constitution. and that it
isemphaHcaUy the province and duty ofthe
jud.iciaTy to say what the law is, not what
ilshould be.

James MadiSon's The Federalist Papers provides the inspiration for the organi-

zation.

"New Property"
·good sarnalitan" statutes were enacted
and yet polls reveal that about fifty percent
ofdoctors still refuse to give aid under such
circumstances. Page also asselied that it
\\'aS an unjustified rise in insurance premiums that had caused the plices of some
iiems to rise and not increases in claims by
mdividuals. The decline in research and
development was a worldwide phenomenon with many factors, he said, and liability Jaw serves to increase. not decrease,
such research. He closed by arguing that
Huber's argument for express assumption
of Iisk is not feasible in making circumstances.
rilllong tne questions raised by the
audience were those by Prof. Jim Krier of
~.!ichigan Law School who was skeptical
concerning a large increase in search costs
and the impact of regret and asymmetric
information under Huber's concepllon of a
Uability system. An equally pointed question. which drew Judge Kozinski's attention but not a response during the debate,
was posed by Prof. Gideon KannerofLoyola
Law School of Los Angeles: "Isn't it really
L1e judges who have screwed up by not
protecting the public against seven-figure
damages?" Kanner noted that many law
students are exposed to "the young Judge
Traynor who was In favor of expanding
liability. but not the old Judge Traynor who
was in favor of limiting damages." In an
interview following the debate,
Judge Kozin ski r
stated
that
'there's a Jot to be
said for judicial
control" and he
shares Kanner's
concerns but
noted that "It's fair
for a jury in the
great majolity of
cases to really assess what Is e.xcessive. "
The
judge noted that
judges have other
areas where the
could excerclse
greater control,
such as in the
creauon of new

torts.

Concepts

Intellectual and Infonnational Property
By Ellen Marks
This Saturday afternoon panel covered
everything from the his torical origins of
patents. copyrights. and trademarks to the
most recent Supreme Court decision restiicUngstates' abilities to grant such lights.
After an Introduction in which he
admitted that he knows little about intellectual property lights. Dean Bollinger very
biiefly discussed the role of property in
Ideas of the First Amendment and the
Press. He said that public property concepts have been used to justil)r broadcast
regulations (the public owns the airspace),
while plivate property notions have explained the non-regulation of newspapers.
Edmund Kitch. a professor at the
University of Virginia Law School. began
with a discussion of the origin of intellectual property rights. "These rights have
been born in sin.· he said. explaining that
patents originated in England to protect
favorite subjects, while copyrights aided
censorship by the Star Chamber. His

Implication was that such rights have not
fully overcome their seedy origins.
The rights are still very heavily statutory in nature. "The right to a patent could
be abolished by Congress tomorrow," said
Kitch. He Indicated that government subsidies to inventors and methods of grading
products could serve as effective substitutes for patents and trademarks.
However, Kitch added. "The literature
is most sympathetic to copyrights. I have
often wondered if that is because people
who write books on the subject can bring
themselves to do away with patents and
trademarks. but not with their own copyrights."
Yale Law School Professor Stephen
Carter was less interested with the inherent value of statutorily-protected intellectual property rights than with defining
those rights. "Intellectual property can
best be described as a system of rights in
things that aren't really there.·
"The rules (for dealing with these rights]

are clear. but they are often woefully misunderstood.· he said. He exempllfied this
by discussing a tax assessor who tried to
tax software rights as tangible properly.
since the software could be embodied In a
disk. However, said Kitch, "embodiment
changes nothing.· The lights are still intangible.
He also pointed to the problem of a
collector who owns a valuable work of art,
but is nonetheless prohibited from drawing a mustache on it. OJ who owns lights to
a ftlm but is prevented from colorizing lt. "I
consider those acts uncultured. But I don't
think you can regulate culture.· To the
extent that intellectual property rights did
attempt such regulation. he disapproved of
them.
The final speaker of the panel was
Judge Frank Easterbrook of the Seventh
Circuit Court of Appeals. Judge Easterbrook, who has attended every Conference
since the Federalist Society's inception In

See MONOPOLY, page TEN

Regulation and Property: Allies or Enemies?

since they are the same?
"I agree with Richard Epstein." Ellickson staled in response to his question:
"the common Jaw always sacrificed libertarian conceptions of property for more
uWitaiian conceptions.·
Ellickson urged accommodating spontaneous social forces rather than using law
as a ftrSt resort. An example of wasteful
centralized rules creation is the concept of
zoning, which "I would argue ... makes the
allocation of land less efficient.·
Zoning is"more wasteful tha n other
ways of doing the same thing.· and has
worked "not as an ally of property but as an
enemy.· in conclusion. Ellickson remarked
that there is great underappreciation of the
degree to which people can govern without
explicit fed eral
norms.
Describing
himself as a
"non-conservative .. . I avoid
the word liberal.· Krier followed
up
Ellickson's policy by espousing a managerial approach
as a way to ally
property and
regulation. As
opposed to an
ideological approach , which
is
·exactly
wrong.· managenalism "is
all in the spilit
photo by Amlt
of what works."
The fust of several panels that students and other guests attended throughout the weekend.
By E unice Park
Moderated by Judge Douglas H.
Ginsberg of the U.S. Court of Appeals, D.C.
Circuit. the 11: 15 panel on Saturday addressed the tension between individual
property lights and centralized regulatory
schemes.
Professors Robert C. Ellickson of Yale
Law School, James E. Krier of Michigan
Law. Richard B. Stewart of Harvard Law,
and Attorney-at-Law Gale A. Norton participated in the panel.
Ellickson opened the discussion with a
utilitalian conception of property rights.
He premised his perspective by asserting
that proper ty is Itself a form of regulation.
Given this. Ellickson asked, "How can we
identil)r a property or regulatory regime

THE
FEDERALIST
SOCIETY

Krier explained. however, that one often
cannot determine what works because there
is so much information that only utter
ambiguity results. "In the end we don't
have any (lnformaUonj-everything Is Indeterminate.·
As a result. "no one is ever right or
wrong from a managerial point of view
unless (he is] too poor to hire a fact-finder.·
Krier predicted the resurgence of Ideological debate and concluded, "Ignorance
will lead us to the truth if the light questions do engage.·
The third panelist. Norton. asserted
that compensation Is a key Issue in the
analysis of Reagan's March 15. 1988 executive order deallng with takings. The
executive order Is an example of the potential effect of federal agencies· regulations.
Reasons for the Importance of compensation In the a nalytical s tructure that
Notion noted are concepts of fairness. the
tendency of compensation to limit government action. and the manner in which
compensation helps balance ou t competition between social interaction by regulation and by private contractual voluntary
arrangements.
Nuisance poses a particular problem
for the concept of takings: because there is
presumably no actual property right in
maintaining a nuisance. nuisance cannot
constitute a literal taking.
Moreover, in a regime of property lights
where It is very difficult to draw the line
between sanctioning an environmental nuisance and protecting the nghtsofindustry.
the extent of governmental responsibility
to compensate is uncertain.
Norton observed that "analysis at this
point is very confused and very much in
See REGULATION, page TEN
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Feds Debate Concept of Property
Continued from page NINE
researchers were really uslng them for
commercial purposes, s ince they had discovered unique characteristics In the
samples. Pharmaceutical products. which
the researchers have patented and with an
estimated market of three billion dolla rs by
1990. were developed using the Ussue.
Moore s ued for conversion of property.
The district court decided that Moore
falled to ma ke a case for conversion. but
the appeals cou rt reversed. While nollng
that the right of property In one's own body
is an Issue ·not addressed by the legislature,· the court found for Moore on a
natural rights basis that · recognizes a
right ln one's own person.· Paul notes that
the dissent resting on utilitarian grounds,
argues that the impairment of medical
research and the development of a market
In removed body parts are among the reasons that the majority should reconsider
their judgment. Paul concluded by noting
that Paretianlsm suJTers from the same
faults as pure ulllltarianlsm, although it
does avoid some problems caused by the
utilitarian aggregation of preferences.
Prof. Rose explored two alternative
property regimes In her presentation. She
started by noung that property arises out
of scarclly or competition and that property regimes develop to mediate interaction
under these circumstances. She staled
that a property regime was therefore a
regulatory product and a social product.
Rose also said that a property regime was
not necessarily a governmental product. a
remark that met with wide approval in the
audience. Stating that the choice of a
regime "depends on what a group is lrylng
to accomplish.· Rose then explained in
some depth the dlfTerences between a preference satisfaction regime that tries to
maximize utillty and a regime, associated
by some with civic republicanism. that
gtves property to those who deserve It In
order to malntaln a good body politic.
A preference satisfaction regime has as
Its goal · making the pie bigger· and accomplJshes thJs by reducing conflict, encouraging Investment and allowing trade gains.
according to Rose. Coercion may be excercised In some areas to overcome problems
associated with high transacllon costs as
well as activities that have economies of
scale to reach higher levels of utility. Rose
said that If one Is really trying to maximize

utility, It Is even possible to justify redistribution If there is a diminishing marginal
utility to wealth, a theory s upported by
some economists. notably Alfred Marshall.
who developed the familiar demand curve
- supply curve analysis.
Rose contrasted this regime with another s be referred to as · property as propriety.· Under this regime. which she described as ·more coercive,· property was
distributed to allow a person "to perform
one's function in society.· She noted that
not alJ property Is treated alike under this
system because it takes "different kinds of
property to perform different roles.· Organization in this manner, s he noted. was
"indifferent to maximizing· outcomes. as in
the preference satsfaction regime. She also
pointed out the continuing Influence of
such a regime in modem legal thinking
where "poverty is considered a disorder.·
Prof. MUJer concluded the presentations with observations on property from
the perspective of an historical linguist.
Miller presented his observations as ·a tale
of two words" - - property and shit. Property derives from the Latin word proprius,
that which is characteristic to one self,
inherent. Miller asserts that this "denies
movement from outside to inside .. .it is a
natural extension of personhood and 'otherness' is not involved.· Miller then moved
into a discussion of the "the first object to
appropriate... the primal objecL" - shil.
The word shit, Miller staled, is derived
from the Indo-European ·•skel. • a word
that is a root for words dealing with separauon. among rnem rne woro trnowteage,
which involves makin~ distinctions and
comparisons. He then made a comment .
well-received by students in the audience.
as to which of the descendants of ··skei" is
taught in classrooms. In contrasting the
derivation of the two words. Miller was able
to contrast the two attitudes towards property as "inherent· to one self with the
perception of "otherness· in dealing with
objects in our environment.
The comments and questions from the
audience following the panel presentation
covered an array ofadditional topics. rangingfromvirtue.thevalue ofbody pans. and
Vikings to the Hobbesian state of nature,
the veil of ignorance, and Mario Cuomo's
1984 Democratic Convention keynote
address.

Surrogacy Challenges Traditions
Continued from page NINE
for child custody suits.
Allen concluded, "If I had to decide today. I would say that surrogacy arrangements should be viewed as unenforceable
personal promises.· which would be likely
to discourage commercialization of surrogacy while not making it illegal.
Michigan Law School Professor Carl
Schneider spoke last, expressing his personal sympathy to the arguments that
surrogacy is valuable, but indicating that
there is litUe in traditional family law encouraging the enforcement of surrogacy
contracts.

Schneider s eemed unconvtnced that
the benefits of the practice outweigh Its
disadvantages. since the process of baJ.
ancing them Is Itself so uncertain. In facL
he said. it is because family relations are
subject to emotional responses. which are
hard to understand and control. that con·
tracts In that area are often u nenforcea ble.
He stated that the law has chosen to
channel people toward certaln ideaJs. such
as monogamy. a nd has created tabus. such
as abandoning children. He feels that
since surrogacy in a sense undermines
those standards. the law s hould use the
same techniques to discourage people from

Panel~ts Compare Regulation and Property
Continued from page NINE
need of further definition by the courts.·
In challenging the viability of "Krier's
radical agnosticism·. Stewart, the last
panelist, remarked that adopting such a
view would force one ·to contend that we
can't choose between a Soviet system and
a market-based economy because there
are too many facts.·
Rather than ·sweeping away· prob
terns arising out of the abuse of the centralization of the regulatory system. Ste
wart advocated acknowledging the "perva
slve failure in the common law [system]
that will not allow us to pretend that it can
carry the whole land.·
A regulation - common law dichotomy
ignores the possibilities for an intermedi
ary solution, Stewart said, In which one
can "harmonize property rights with social
objecllves. •
One example of this sort of·new prop
erty· is transferrable pollution permits.
which would create a refundable deposit
system for hazardous waste and increase
reliance on hazard disclosure.
This sort of system would ·achieve
overall social objectives which the common
law can't soh·e but avoids.·
Stewart asserted that developing such
alternatives is imperative in a world where
budget deOclts and the growth of international competitiveness could stultifv U.S.
efficiency and productivity.
·
In the question and-answer session
fo!IO\ving the discussion. Ginsberg commented that "the decision to regulate is
often done without consideration of alter·

natives because of the urgency felt by those
awaiting regulation not willing to wait for
common law development: He stated that
much depends on whether the demand for
regulation arises out of Industry or SOCial
fon·~::s.

photo by .&mit Bl:.cl

D.C. Circuit Co urt Judge Douglas Ginsburg.

Monopoly Aspects in Intellectual Proper~ Copernicus Lecture
Continued from page SEVEN

Continued from page EIGHT
1982. considers himself something of a
founder of the Society. He was a faculty
advisor for the original group of students
Involved in it.
Although acknowledging that "in recent years, people have come to sound
more and more like Ed Kitch,· Easterbrook
said that intellectual property should not
be a problem for libertarians, since everything done by intellectual property Jaw can
be done aJso by contract. Anyone can
choose not to put his creation in the public
domain.
Easterbrook expressed concern, however, about a recent Supreme Court deci-

sion limiting the extent to which states can
protect inventors who do not use the U.S.
patent procedures. Commenting on both
court and faculty appointments. he said, "I
sometimes think that life tenure does give
incentives to be creative and original. and
that's the principal problem with il. •
After speaking on the panel, Judge
Eas terbroo~expressed disappointment that
the microphone lines weren't longer. and
suggested that discussions of the monopolistic aspects of Intellectual property rights
no longer generate the response Lhey did In
the past. "We'll have to find new ways to
outrage the audience In the future: he
said.

economy and greater political and social
rights. Brzezinski said that this was implausible because the reformation of a
highly ·statist· economy involves a degree
of political Oe.'Cibility that Gorbachev and
his rullng coalition wlll find unavailable.
"Economic progress can only be purchased at lhe price of political stability and
political s tability can only be purchased at
the price of economic stagnation," said
Brzezins ki.
Secondly. the Soviet Union could encounter a period of prolonged and protracted systemic crisis inca pa ble of resolution-only oscillation between inadequacy
and inefficiency. He said that this cycle
could begin soon a nd continue weUbeyond

the political lifespan of Gorbachev.
Third. the Soviet Union couJd make an
abortive attempt at national restoration
based upon a recourse to nationalism.
Fourth, there could be renewed stagnation after a period of turmoil.
Finally. Brzezinski suggested that the
Soviet Union couJd suffer institutional
fragmentation and concomitant economic
stagnation as political dissonance and
ethnic nationalism combine with economic
inadequacy to crush the eiTectiveness of
the centralized state.
"The dynamism ofchange is away from
this system," said Brzezinski.
The foreign policy implications ofthese
alternatives attempt to develop economic
and social profiles more like the Wesl.

..
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How Adequate is the Grading Process? 0~1~:1:~~~~~;:,0
Continued from page ONE

~tichigan

Integrity." Eklund stated. The associate lions include "Information of a personal label any of the opinions patenUy antidean noted that professors have not and nature where the public disclosure of the Semitic, although he cautioned that he
should not request s tudent records to write Information would constitute a clearly would not have written any of the observaletters of recommendation or In their grad- unwarranted Invas ion of an individual's tions in a similar fashion.
Instead, he attributed the outcry
Ing. She did say that It may be legitimate privacy. ·
for a professor to look at transcripts after
-rest questions and answers. scortng against the Daily to over-sensitivity aristhey had turned in grades and thought the keys. and other examlnatlon instruments ing from an increasingly fractious debate
ma rks turned in were e.xtraordlnarUy low. ordata used to administer a license. public that has been restrained for far too long.
-ro snufJ the debate out would create
Michigan Freedom of Information Act
employment. or academic examinatio n,
MCL§ 15.231 et. seq .. MSA§4.1801. unless the public interest in disclosure new frustration which will only emerge at
passed in 1977. provides tha t "It Is the under this act outweighs the public inter- another time,· said Zogby. The debate Is
public policy of this stale that all persons est In nondisclosure.· and "(a)cademic going to intensify. There Is a critical issue
are entiUed to full and complete Informa- transcripts of an institution of higher of public importance that is at stake.· he
tion regarding the aiTalrs of government education established under sections 5,6 added.
"The Middle East Is a flash point. More
and the official acts of those who represent or 8 of article 8 of the state constitution of
Americans
died there than anywhere else
them as public officials and public employ- 1963. where the record pertains to a stuin
the
world.
We have spent more money
ees, consistent with this act. The people dent who Is delinquent in the payment of
shall be informed so that they may fully financial obligations to the institution.· there and have more troops in combat
The University of Michigan is included areas than anywhere else.· said Zogby.
participate in the democratic process.·
"There is more at stake in the Middle
This broad inclus lonary statement is under Article 8. § 5 of the Michigan State
East
than anywhere else in the world...We
limited by a long list of Items that may be Constitution.
cannot have a crisis with no debate.· he
exempt from disclosure. These exempColin Zick contributed to this article
added, insisted that despite Its seminal
Importance to American foreign policy. the
p
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Student Rights and Student
Rfrords". Students can see everything but
some professional health records, pare n:ally supplied financial aid information.
confidential letters ofreconunendation from
the admission process. and personal notes
:nade by a faculty member or counselor.
:1Jt document further defmes that staiT
and faculty may access student records on
a11eed to know· basis. When queried on
C:e meaning of lhJs phrase. Dean Eklund
declined to give an exact definition. She
did. however. outline the circumstances
rben records are requested.
Staff only examine student records to
ltlify enrollment or release letters of ree;mmendation. Eklund said that faculty
re trusted to know what "need to know·
;xans. and are not questioned when they
tquest a student's record. "These are
yov.n men and women. we rely on their
Professor
Class
Browder
Property
Payton
Property
Property
Kauper
Litman
Torts
Schneider
Property
Deveney
Conat.Law
Torts
Eisenberg
Civ Pro I
Friedman
Const.Law
Pildes
Contracts
Westen
Crim Law
Kamisar
Property
Simpson
Total (1st y r)
% of all

Class
Trust.sEstates
Prof. Respons.
Antitrust
Fed Courts
Jurisdiction
Mass Media
Labo r Law
PsychLit
Crim J ustice
14th Amen d.

Professor
P. White
Gilmore
Kauper
Sandalow
Cooper
Bollinger
Schwab
Lempert
Kamisar
Sandalow

Tu: II

Kahn

SecR eg
Environ.Law
Evidence

Seligman
Krier
Gross
P.White
Fox

Tu: I

EntOrgan
EntOrgan
Tu I

Seligman
Lehman
Mautner
Schauer
Schauer
Schwab
Grou

CommTrana
First Amend
Legal Re alism
Econ / Law
Legal Prof.
Total (Upcl)
%of all

2
4

2
22
1.5%

15
11

9
21
14
3
6

228
15.2%

43
20
9
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44

38

22

4

4
7
478

16
461
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13
14
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3 1.8%

10
10
4
14
6

213
14.2%

2

9
55

4

34
20
27

76

21

5 . 1%

1.4%

w111 be featured. As in past years. the two
dollar per person entry fee wUJ be donated
to help support a young child whose mother
was tragically killed while she was a University of Michigan law s tudenl Come and
enjoy the sounds. sights, and tastes of the
tropics and support a worthy cause. See
you there!

1
0.1%

3 .293
3.307
3.30 7
3.402
3.455
3.483
3. 1n

Prof. Kahn
Hospitalized

Tropics Party This Saturday
Special to The Res Gestae
The annual Tropics Party. sponsored
by the LSSS Social Committee and the
Business School wlll be held from 10:00
p.m. to 1:00 a.m. on Saturday, March 18 at
lt-e Lawyers Club Lounge. A D.J. will be
playing dance music as well as favo rite
lropical tunes. Bahama Mamas. Plna
Coladas and other drinks of the Caribbea n

4
0.3%

3.281

Professor Douglas Kahn. on sabbatical this semester, was hospitalized over
the weekend. complaining ofchest pains.
Tests performed Monday concluded that
he had not suffered a heart a ttack. He will
remain in St. Joe's Hospital unlil Thursday.
I
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ANSWER TO CROSSWORD

East

Ant Round WlM<JS

1 point

St<:ond Round IVUUI<JS
2 points

NCAA Basketball Tournament
1989

Fl"'t Round Wlnntn

S.COnd Round W1nntrs

1 point

Southeasl

2 points

Thin! Round Wlnl\trs

Thin! Round W!nntrs
4points

Qu..uterfil\11Winr~!5

Quuttrfinal w .nnm

7 points

7poinb

4 poinll>

S.mi!wl WIMtrs
10 points

Lexington

E. Rutherford

Midwest

Seattle

West

Denver

vlinncapolis

Champion
15 points

Name

NCAA Basketball Tournament Pool 1989
The Road to Seattle
First round games worth 1 point each.
Second round games worth 2 points each .
Third round games worth 4 points each.
Quarterfinals worth 7 points each.
Semifinals worth 10 points each.
National Championship worth 15 points.
Please affix your name. phone number, and choices for the winner of each game on this entry s heet. One entry per person ONLY.
You must submit your entry into the box opposite the pendaflexes o: to the RG office (Room 6 of the 'White House," 72 1 S. State St.)
by 12:00 Noon, Thursday, March 16 (yes, that's TOMORROW). The winner will be the person who accumulates the highest number
of points, With ties being broken in favor of the person selecting the most number of games correctly. The contest is open to law s tudents.
faculty, staff, and their families.
The Res Gestae will print weekly updates of the contest. The winner of the contest will receive a $30 gift certificate to one of our
favorite restaurants; the runner-up will receive a $15 gift certificate to a restaurant of our choice; both lucky individuals will also surely
receive all due mass public adulation and worship.
Void where prohibited by law, or by the Ayatollah Khomeini.
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Submit pieces wf proper remittance (50t/Hrst 25 words. 25t/each additional 10
words) to Lisa Salvia's pendaflex by noon Mondays. (2L) Notices for student
organizations in good standing with the RG a re free.

Classifieds
~

Persona&

ill

GtJ!Dp: Thanks for organizing the WhirlybalJ outing. A
people. Let's do it again soon. I'll get
,lesSier. Coffey. Kuni. and McSorky out for a clinic.

~time and great

-r.c.o.·
jler male law student seeks female cornpanionshJp.
:;oks. race, and ethnicity are no object. Must be dead.
kase contact Don West

at 668-181 0.

.. if you need a fishing partner, please let me know...
1it,IGUen. Oh ya. ya. Kitten.

acws Stornper: Glad we got you clued in. Hope the
~n
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TequilaFest
TequilaFest
March 31
March 31
TeqwlaFest
TequUaFesl
TequUaFest
March 3 1
March 31
March 31
March 31
TequllaFest
TequilaFes l

wave. 2 full bathrooms, covered parking. sundeck. washer f
dryer in building. 2 blocks from Law School at $298/
month (Includes heal). Call ChrlsUne or Sharon at 9955745 for more info.

was educational as well as enjoyable. Res t up:

Xll time no mercy. ·w.G. •

We love you Mrs. Nosenchuk

t1lCheryl! Welcome back to Ann Arbor! We've missed you.

1\vo law students (currently 2Ls) need a non-smoking
male or female to share a 3-bedroom house beginning May
15. Fully furn ished. fireplace. mJcrowave. dishwasher.
washer/dryer. 2 full bathrooms. lots of storage space.
parkJng. 2 blocks from Law School. S325/ month (includes water)+ uWiUes. Call Pam or Hal at 747-795 1.

!bpe you had a great time on your visit. Don't be such a

mnger. Love. Joe's pals.

BJ. Thanks for another week off. but I miss the rumors
oh:he papprazzi. All work and no play makes the RG dull
a:JI boring. Loveslave

Three female law students need a non-smoking roommate
to share a bedroom in a modern 3 bedroom apartment
beginning mid-May. Fully-furnished. central a/c. micro-

!e'ie Olson is Mohammed.

Hunter on
the NCAA's
By Harold Hunter

My top four seeds in each region would have been as
follows:
West:
East:
1. Artzona
1. Georgetown
2. Missouri
2. Indiana
3. Syracuse
3. Seton Hall
4. UNLV
4. N. Carolina St.
Midwest:
1. Illinois
2. Duke
3. Michigan
4. Stanford

Southeast:
1. North Carolina
2. Oklahoma
3. Louisville
4. Florida St.

The most likely region where a team not seeded tn the
lOp four could take the road to the fmaJ four Is tn the

Southeast. Top-seeded Oklahoma has played poorly the
last two weeks. and could be ripe for an early ups et If this
trend conttnues. Michigan and Florida St. are prone to
inconststent play. usually a fatal flaw In the "big dance. ·
North Carolina Is a steady. but not spectacular. squad that
cnuJd be upset by a hot shooting underdog. Watch out for
Alabama and LaSalle here.
Here are my predictions for the fmaJ four:
East: Georgetown
West: Seton Hall
Midwest: IUinois
Southeast: Alabama
Who's the national champion? ru take IIJlnols over
Seton HaJJ. With Kendall Glll back tn the lineup. !love the
lllinfs tenacity and quickness. even with Lou Henson's
IXlOr coachtng and their lack of a true big man ln the
llllddle.
FlnaJJy. here are four possible first-round upsets:
South Carolina over N. Carolina St.
Loyola over Arkansas
Colorado St. over Florida
~tlnnesota over Kansas St.

Any student who will be graduating in May. August. or
December 1989 may participate in the May 13. 1989
Senior Day ceremony. If you do plan to participate. it
would be apppreciated if you would pick up a registration
form from the Receptionist on the third floor of Hutchins
Hall. fill it out and leave it with the Receptionist. We need
to know how many plan to participate and how may guests
to expect. If you plan not to attend. please pick up a
registration form. put you name on il and check the box
indicating that you will not be participating and leave the
form with the Receptionist. In this way. we will know that
you definitely are not attending.
Law Student Group Office Open House: Come Join the Law
Student Groups in the office behJnd the pendailexes as we
celebrate St. Patrick's Day and our new office. Those Law
S tudent Groups Include Intellectual Properties Student
Association OPSA). Health Law. The FederaJlsts. The
Quadrangle. Phi Alpha Delta (PAD). and lmrnJgrallon Law
Project. Friday. March 17th. 4 prn. Refreshments will be
served -- aU are welcome!

Hockey Season Finally Over,
Team Looks to Future
Continu ed from page FIFTEEN
the Hairiest Thong Award. two prizes which tradlUonaUy
Dedicated Thong award and deserves special commenda- go hand in hand, so to speak.
And so ended law school hockey 1989. not with a
tion for going the entire season without ever having to be
whimper but \vith an eye toward the fu ture, as the core of
introduced to me.
The Hal-esque Hal "A guy named Hal" Burroughs this year's mediocre squad returps for more action next
received the pseudo-coveted Hal Burroughs Memorial "A year. The Thongs would like to thank their severa l fans for
Guy Named Hal" Award for his playing the most like a guy the great support this season. Ills Impossible to apprecinamed Hal week after week. The Hal-like Torn "Boom- ate how appreciated this support was.
We've been through a lot With this fine young squad.
Boom· Simon received the Vtnce Coleman Memorial Sliding Award for his "If you can't skate why not flail yourself We've watched the players (and their heads) grow tremendously this year. and aU Indications are that the best Is yet
at the puck" attitude.
Joe "Tile Mailbox" Girardot captured the Most Time to come. So please Join us again next year and skate In the
Spent Sltttng on the Puck Award, while Dave "The Rat" new decade. enjoying the fast-paced excitement and mindBreuch grabbed the Bowling for Netmlnders Trophy tradi- numbing drama of the better, fas ter. stronger Thongs on
tionally given to the Thongs player who knocks over his Ice, 1990.
own goaltender the most times during the season.
Aside fro m walking
away with the Mubarak
Award earlier tn the semester. the ill-tempered and terminally-Iris h Peter "Le
Bucheron· Murphywon the
Team Spirit Award for
$75 discount plus keep the books for free until March 31.
remaining pissed off and
abusive no matter how well
he played. Mike "'The GenRegular Price of Basic Self Study Course $485 plus
eral· Arthur received the
$40 refundable book deposit.
Steve Griebel Memorial Nice
Guy Award and a Most
$25 down reserves the discount.
Dedicated Certillcate for
showing up. dotng his job.
and going home to the wife
game afler game.
Finally. Jim "Mario"
Rabaut grabbed the Silver
Supporter and Golden Cup
Awards for his heads up
play. and Dave "Gilles~ StillContact: Eric Luoma {3L), Student Representative , 74 7-1095.
man captured the coveted
BestUnderwear1rophyand

NORD BAR REVIEW COURSE

ACT NOW!!
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CROSSWORD
by Tim Connors
1.
5.
11.

13.
14.
16.
17
20.
22.
23.
24.

26.
27.
28.
28.
29.

33.
35.
36.

40.
41.
42 .
43.
44.
44.
47.

53.

54.

TODAYSTHEME:CENSORED
clear energy conglomerate that owns
ACROSS
lnter alia NBC
OJ and "Disco Duck" stnger Rick
56. Stiv or Ulan
Redford/Newman flick or arrogant 57. "All the guys today that women prize
balding ex-Policeman
today are just silly
... Any·
Namesake of pornography report that
thing goes!"
stated that only the most hardcore 59. German Maverick Blab
Punk Rocker"
pornography had any connection to 60. "Sheena
violence. whlch was subsequently 62.
Avis
used by fundamentalists to bully 7- 63. Cosima the Great. Lorenzo the Mag11 lnto removing Playboy from Its
nificent, and Catherine, not to menracks
tion Pope Clement VII
Peep or Schembechler
65. Catholic media monitoring group the
Legion of _ _
VIgor
One of the five phases of coping with 66. Pub. relations
death
67. "The Seven-Year
"Bohemian
Much-sought-after author
DOWN
US immigration agency
1.
Twisted nemesis of 27 Down and
Ben tsen. Bridges, or Cole
star of hearings orchestrated by her
'l)rpe of down, or Jazz Butcher side·
hubby
man Max
Ferber and St. Vincent Millay
2.
Artist Nolde, runner Zatopek. or
Yiddish exclamation
3.
Chern. symbol for Tellurium
biographer Ludwig
Descriptor for "the Web of the Law"
What Nancy sews In Ron's under- 4.
wear
5.
Nazi secur. force
Sumerian home of Abram
6.
Prudish and resourceful foe of Mar·
Mrs. Ll'l Abner
ried wUh ChUdren (and Ronna RomNon-Jlctn.
ney sis)
What you play for If you're not play- 7.
Nat'! Basketball Assoc. and Nat'!
log for fun
Boxing Assoc.
Fred Grandy role, pre-Congress
Mullah who got pusillanimous US 8.
corporate book chains to stop selling 9.
•_ _ the Nold": ad campaign which
works of 20 Across
fr eaked out a Mr. Noid, who believed
Dork
that Tom Monaghan was plaguing
Also
him
Bow-__
10. Carter or Vanderbilt
T'rompe-1'_
12. Israeli airline
Table ofElems.
15.
Fixe
C6ted' _
18. Newman flick or Gov't Housing
Agency
Wash ed-up wimp-rock apologist for
35 Across
19. Sam Nunn's favorite target before 50
Not applic.
Down
Huge defense contractor and nu- 2 1. Cliffs barstool neighbor

Survey Says ...

22.
25.
27.

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
37.
38.

39.
41.

Moon of Jupiter
lnflexJble
Prudis h Washington wife and
found er of mus ic censorship movement
Vowels
Canadian Interrogatory particle
Israeli desert
Newton or tree
Close-cropped country phenom
Man River
'JYpe of parlting
Sign gas
What RNs give

46.
48.
49.

50.
51.
52.

55.
58.
61.

Kinshasa locale
Muscles below pees
Baffie or make political speeches
Favorite target of Sam Nunn after 19
Down
Flat
Guns'n'Roses axman or LA punk
label
Verve
Galveston Athl. Club
Transit Gloria Mundi

ANSWER on Page TEN

By Jean Brennan and Sarah Somers

Fun Facts
About Crime and Punishment •

Number of Snowflakes Surveyed
that claimed they were unique·

What will the Supre me Court
do w ith Roe v. Wade?·
58% Modify
longest Prison Sentence Imposed:
[]

10.000 years for triple murder
In Tuscalloso. AL 1981

longest Time Served:

4% Overturn
(:.::::::WI

•from random sample of the
opinions of SO law students

68 years. 8 months. 2 days In Beacon. NY
from 1911-1980 tor 2nd degree murder
(first refused parole In 1974)
Greatest American Mass Arrest .

13.000 people In an antiwar demonstration
Washington. DC May 3-5. 1971

• Gulnoess Book of World Records 1989

·From random sample of 50 flakes
Winter, 1989.
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Squeezing One More Article Out of the
A Farewell to Thongs: Law
School Intramural Ice Hockey Team
By Steve Olson
The end of an era. The Michigan Law School Hockey
ream's 1989 season ended with a triumphant thud three
11;ursdays past as our late great heros fell prostrate to a
.-retched-smelling and horribly disfigured group of alt~ed architects.
- t;nfortunately, this reporter was unable to attend the
f!{ra\·aganza as he was on assignment in California
:orering the law school women's spring break invitational
sq:.~ash and racquetball tournaments.
I assure you.
toOWe\·er. that each of the representations made in this
:.-tide. whether actual or created. depicts authenticated
(acts.

The most positive thing to rome out of the pre-spring
':reak rink-humiliation was that the world was finally
!XP<>sed to the literary brilliance of Don "Tombstone"West.
:=.iS work was a true masterpiece before It was subjected to
teRG's chainsaw editing policy. and remained immensely
mtertaining even after being edited to within an inch of its

::e.

The cadaverous Mr. West experUy captured every
:tr.ail of this most exciting contest. the Immensity of his
-;a;;t hockey knowledge becorninJ! more evident with every
.::e: It clearly showed how <'asily this reporter could be
::?laced.
\\'hat Don "My kingdom for a dead hermaphrodite·
·est failed to capture. however, was the somber pageantry
a::d sorrowful finality of that ~Iorio us waste ofan evening.
1::s O\'ersight is understandable from someone of the
teyond-ancient Mr. West's ad\·;mced age. especially since
tewas in the middle of his now 1nfamous diet at the time.
<She was trying to keep his weight under triple figures In
bopes of attracting those hard-to get longer-dead women.
[1hey're more experienced. you know.") "Ifyou microwave
them first. they're not so rold. Of course. they don't always
beat evenly.· s ummarized thl' :-.hovel weary Mr. West.
The evening's pagcanlty bt·gnn with the Thongs on Ice
~actuati ng seniors brinl-( honorl'd in a heart wrenching
~~e-game ceremony. Tearflll third year s up<'r-slars Lisa
~-!cCorm ick. DlckMugel. Sam Sliver. and Joe Girardot had
. their numbers retired and jtr~eys raised to the rafters of
::IStoric old Yost Ice Arena where they will remain for all
eternity. "Let's win one for the old farts." a choked-up Matt
?.osser choked up. The speech was as effective as it was
::ISpiraUonal.
Mer the unmentionable Icc atrocity. the entire squad
~a£hered at the Brown Jug for the tourhlng season-ending
n-ards banquet. Every Thong player received. and de!Cl'\'ed, an award. as voted by the law school hockey media.
Chris 1'he Great· White was unanimously named the
::am·s Most Valuable Player and Rookie of the Year.
oarking the frrsl Ume one player has received both awards
s:nce 1975.
Tyler"Yvan· Paetkau wa~ vokc! Serond Most Valuable
fhyer and also received speri.1l awards for being In the
test fight of the year and for receiving the most gan1e
lliSconduct penalties.
Hans '"The Ma ns· Brigham was voted Most Valuable
Defenseman When He Bothered To Show Up. Cap'nAdam
The Rocket" Shayne was rhoscn Most Valuable Defenselllan and elected Thongs captain for the 1990 season.
Good luck, Adamatlc.
The talented and lovely Lisa "The Butcher· McCormick
captured the coveted Sandy Ounran Memorial Most Valuable Woman Award. while the lovely and talented Diane
The Hammer· Llfion skated away with the less-coveted
3arbara Bush Memorial Second ~1ost Valuable Woman
:rophy.
The resplendent Ms. Lifton also received a special
GoodSportAwardforputtlngupwithmuchmoremention
Zl the press than even someone of her considerable
abilities s hould be e.xpected to receive. Ms. Maria Mazur
\'as also granted a Good Sport Award because she stayed
lllad for only a week.
Dan "Barney" MUler wasselected Most Valuable Goalie
:n a controversial vote. while Ted "Gump" Schneck recti\·ed the coveted Silver Sieve Award. As power-bowler

summarized. "Is tha t the Schneckrnons ter we've been
reading about? He's terrible!" J ust kidding. Ted. you had
a great season and a re a credit to lurUeneck wearers
everywhere.
Sam ·scrappy" Silver was the clear choice as Most
Improved Thong. Long time Thongs fans can remember
early season games where Mr. Silver would swing his legs
furiously without actually moving on the Ice. By the end
of the season. however. Mr. Silver was not only moving
smoothly but also e.xpertly knocking over ten to twelve
opponents a game.
Matt "The Golden Stork" Rosser was another double
award winner pulling down the Chuck Knoll Memorial

Lousy Coach of the Year Award and the Jamie Fox
Memorial Most Valuable Gimp Trophy.
In some of the more strained awards. rink enforcer
Dave "Tiger· Wells received the Dave Schultz Memorial
Penalty Minutes Leader Trophy. a remarkable accomplishment considering Mr. Wells's less-than-perfect attendance record. Luke "Serge· Simon was voted Most
VersaWe Thong for starring as both a defenseman and a
center and for ordering this repor~er to get more helmets.
Teddy "The Eagle" MacVeagh was voted Player Who
Looked Most Like He Needed a Seeing Eye Dog by Thongs
fan Jeff Gilleran .. Dick "Oino· Mugel received the Most
S ee H OCKEY, page THIRTEEN

Bowling To urney Produces B izarre Finish
men's team was called The Steue Olson Fan Club. and thus
Continued from page SIXTEEN
Then came the dramatic eighth ball. The plucky Ms. is entiUed to at least a little press. The team consisted of
Zousmer glided up to the line and with picture perfect hard-luck first -years Glenn "Hard-Luck" Martin who rolled
form let the ten pound rock fly. Four minutes later the a 171 (up from an 89 in his first game). Dave (167)
pokey orb came to the pins and slammed into three of Finnegan. team captain Alec (165) Lenenberg. Scott (puny
them. knocking them over and producing a roar from the 157) Moore. and third-year elder statesman Mark (146)
crowd and a squeal from Ms. Zousmer that could be heard Rickard. The team gets nothlng for Its efforts except
enough memories to last a weekend.
from here to Ypsilanti.
The Sluggers once again dominated the compeution
The pesky Ms. Zousmer followed th1s incredible performan ce \vith a three In the next frame and an ultra- for the most high fi\·es exchanged. Congratulations. men.
remarkable seuen In the next. ButJUSt when you thought
The award for mosL inebriated bowler went to Peter
Allison was about to join the ranks of the merely pathetic "The Molester· :\-1urphy who. when asked to assess h1s
bowlers. her balls started curving the other way and place on earth. stated. "I stink at everything and lose at
neslling genUy into the right gutter. where they would e\·erything. How's my life going? I hang around \vith Chris
Regan and you. Thlnk about that.·
remain for the remainder of the game.
First-year hockey superstar Chris "Mr. Se\'en Pin"
Alley Zousmer's consistency was truly remarkable.
Once when it was Ms. Zousmer's turn to roll. she was White tried his hand at bowling but was a bit more
absent. taking a well-deserved trip to the rest room. This successful at celebratlng his birthday that same evening.
caused the jocular Don West to quip. "Should I just fill in "lfl could find mv ride home I'd cons1der myself a winner.·
the zeros?" But "Ms. Mark" was quick to return. and used quipped the rapidly aging hockey phenom.
The award for most shameless attempt to get ln the
her freshly washed hands to gently set the balls in the
paper must go to Ed Hearlney. Super Hoosier Dan Reising,
gutter.
Ms. Zousmerentered the final frame needing two gut- and Julie Crockett who bowled miserably after being
ter balls to finish with a law school record score of 13. victimized by the curse of the K-Marl bowling ball .
Anyone willing to go to the embarrassing extremes
Always tough under pressure. A.Z. carne through with
two magnificently lousy throws and claimed her spot in they went to deserves a line In the paper. as Mr. Heartney
explained. "Audrey was bom In a pool hall.· The confused
bowling immortality.
Ms. Zousmer was perky after her historic game. Fast Eddie was referring. of course. to the impressive Ms.
"Usually I'm a splendid bowler. · lied the charming Ms. Z. Audrey ·guig" Anderson. former Minnesota State Junior
Her friends were very supportive after the exhibition. ·we Women's Bowling Championship Runner-Up. We will
just brought you along because you wear light pants.· pretend that she and all her friends did remarkably well
consoled Kevin "Did you make that shirt yourself?" Mills. and set records a nd stuff because there's no way to prove
"You did great AI. you almost tripled your shoe siZe,· otherwise.
With that in mind. If you or someone you know bowled
mumbledformerlypopularsportscolumnistSteveOlson.
"It's more embarrassing to be good at ·bowling.· quacked well or poorly. or had a particularly amusing story about
Matt "Storky" Rosser after an unsuccessful night oftroll- the evening that didn't get In the paper. good for you.
ingat the Nectarine Ballroom.
Putting things In
perspective. it was a truly
spectacular evening for
the vivacious Ms.
Zousmer. She had secured her place in law
- $100 discount off of price.
school history by setting
- Price freeze at today's price.
a record probably more
unreachable than Joe
- 1,400 pages of general law outlines.
DiMaggio's 56 game hit- Practice final exams which will be graded,
ting streak. Alley recritiqued, and returned with model answers.
ceived a large law school
champions t-shlrtforher
performance and plans
to wear it as a dress to
the nextl.SSSparty. God
bless you, :Ms. Zousmer.
You are an inspiration to
us all.
In the ca tegory of
Contact: Eric Luoma (3L), Student Representative .74 7-1095.
Blatant Attempts to j
Gd in the Paper, the I

First Year-Law Students

All for a $50 deposit towards a Michigan Bar
Review Course from NORD!!
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Zousmer Sets Law School Record in Bowling Tournament
By Steve Olson
"Oh my God. I'm In a bowling alley!" summarized
observant second-year Sally Scott. The vodka-swilling
Ms. Scott's Insightful comment reflected the sentiments of
many a red-faced competitor at this. the Spring Law
School Bowling Tournament.
A whole bunch of people participated but no one has
any Idea how many. or what most of their scores were.
because the scorekeeptng was done on plastic sheets
which were erased afte r the matches. But. more lmpor·
tantly. everyone had a splendid time. and I got enough
quotes to make an article out of this mess.
After a meaningless \vann-up game. 17lanes of teams
got down to some serious bowling. and more serious
drinking. Three Burly Guys and Joe had to be the odds-on
favorite to win both the bowling and drinking championships.
"If me. Ettore. and Reichert bowl our weights, I think
we're gonna win." prophesied Burly Guy Chris Regan.
Although none of its members approached such astro·
nomlcal levels. Three Burly Guys and Joe was able to
squeak out a team championship victory.
The team was anchored by burly David "The Kentucky
Roller· Reichert who led all bowlers with an impressive
197. For his Herculean effort Mr. Reichert received a lovely
law school champions t-sh irt suitable for framing.
The Burly Guys were rounded out by second-years Mr.
Tony (180) Ettore. Chris (157) Regan. and Joe "What a
Shelf' Kellmeyer who. with a 123. won the closest-to-his·
weight championship. The team received attractive little
wooden trophies for Its victory. and Chris Regan's can now
be seen on permanent display on the Uno's trophy rack.
In women's competition the team of Karen Taylor.
Katie Mrkonlch, Grace Shin, and Rebel Ely probably did
really well and who cares If they didn't? As the sweet-

A crowd of gaping rubberneckers soon gathered. egginl: on
rolltng Ms. Shin summarized. "Judy is a slut:
The women's individual competition was dominated disaster. "Allison doesn't have friends so much as a cull
by Margos as the impeccable Margo Kirchner flawlessly follo\vin~." summarized bowling-whiz Jonathan 1'ht
rolled her way past pretty-dam-flawless-herself Margo Punxatawnev Phil of Bowling" Englander . Once the croy;d
Freedman and her size five bowltng shoes. Ms. Kirchner was settled: Ms. Zousrncr be~an what Mr. Englander
checked In with a 155 and received a law school champi· described as "A Srwrial Olympics caliber performance:
The dainty Ms. Zousmer got off to a flying start by
ons t-shirt. as a universal cry for a world 'vith more Margos
sounded through the cavernous Bel-Mark lanes complex:. droppln~ her fir.:;t seven balls Into the left gutter. This
In some ways. however. the individual low scorer's accom- minor setback didn't faze Ms. Z In the least as shl'
remained cheerful and supportive through the enure
plishments were even more remarkable.
ordeal.
"I would need an enema to be that perky:
Meet Allison Zousmer, four feet eleven inches of highconcluded
a hopeful Don "Mr. Controversy· Wesl
strung bowling machine. "I Intimidate people." chirped
See BOWLING, page FIFTEEN
the diminutive Ms. Z. who truly believed her two year
absence from the bowling
_
_
-- ------------scene would only enhance
h er performance. A human
has never been more mistaken. What a dope.
~s. Zousmer was a
member of West's Weasels:
The Bowling Team. which
also included Captain Don
"Wild, Wild" West. Kevin "The
Hair" Mills, and Steve Olson.
The bowling world was given
a subtle hint at the historic
things to come when neither
of Ms. Zousmer's two prac.......
tice balls made it ten feet
down the alley before settling in the gutter.
t'IJII/¥"1 mcL'il (I..'CIJIII(I(/111' urd:r
Word spread quickly that
Good LhrouglL Ma rch 3 1. 1989
an event of monumental
proportions could possibly be
occurring on magical lane 15.

kinko·s·

the copy center

Open 7 Days
Michigan Union
662-1222

By Colin Zick and Tom Pasternak

Law in the Raw
Who Reads This Stuff, Anyway?
A few weeks ago. we told you that Northwestern
University School of Law had ranked law schools by
volume of hot air. more precisely. by the number of pages
published by their faculty In an eight year period, ending
tn October 1988. Obviously. this standard Is no indication of quality. as the following ranking Indicates:
I. Chicago
11. NYU
2. Yale
12. UClA
3. Cornell
13. Minnesota
4. USC?!
14. Virgtnla
5. Stanford
15. M ICHIGAN
6. Northwestern
16. Texas
7. Harvard
17. Illinois
8. Penn
18. Duke
9. Columbia
19. Georgetown
10. Berkeley
20. Wisconsin
(We're only 15th. What are these people doing all
day? We know they're not gradtng exams!)
And here are the top 10 windbags responsible for all that
hot air:
1. David Currie. ChJcago
2. Cass Sunsletn. Chicago
3. Daniel Fischel. Chicago
4. John Coffee. Columbia
5. Lawrence Sager. NYU
6. Martin Redish. Northwestern (He could have been
ours!)
7. Daniel Farber. Minnesota
8. Saul Levmore. Virginia
9. Lea Br!lmayer, Yale
10. Michael Moore, USC

National Law Journal. February 27, 1989

live erotica· for the Macintosh. It allows the program's
user to manipulate a graphically-created woman on the
screen in several explicit ways, with several different •toys·
and partners. But the creators of MacPiaymateTM have
encountered their share of problems with their new creation.
First. MacroMind. the company whose animation
technology aided the development of MacPlaymateTM
(without the consent of Macro.Mind). forced the program's
creator to donate part of the profits to the Chicago Abused
Women Coalition.
Then Playboy requested that the final ·e· be dropped
from the MacPiaymateN name. as Playboy has rights to
the word "Playmate·.
Of course. none of these problems has kept lusty
hearts across American from giving MacPlaymateN the
distinction of betng the mos t pirated program In the
country.

Vogue. February 1989

Chutzpah
In 1984, Island Creek Mining Co. had an accident
Involving a water treatment pond. It released an alkaline
discharge Into Ten Mile Creek In Upshur County. Wes t
Virginia. This djscharge res ulted tn a massive fish kill. and
the trout. minnows . and crayfish that had populated the
stream disappeared.
In 1989, Is land Creek Mining Co. applied to the West
VIrginia Department of Natural Resources for permission
to quadruple the allowable discharge of manganese into
Ten Mile Creek. saying it could not treat the stream
enough to meet DNR regulations. Island Creek Mining Co.
asserts In Its application to the DNR that Ten Mile Creek
Is a non-fishable waterway.

Charleston Gazelle, February 9. 1989

Hot Bytes
Wanttoknowthe"hottest"computerprogramaround?
MacPlaymateTM. which its creators call the first "interac-

My Life As A Dog
The owner of a pedigreed poodle has flied a $50.000

suit against a grooming salon for allegedly burning her
pet with a blow dryer. 111e suit Is one of the first to raise
the Issue of whether a human can obtain compensation
for the pain and suffering of a pet. Court awards to
owners In past cases have been limited to the value of the
animal or the pet's purchase price.
The overdried poodle was left in a small cage connected to a lar~e commercial blow dryer. caustng severe
b ums over most of its body. The pel underwent extensive
s urgery but remains scarred. The poodle's owner is
seeking at least $25.000 compensation for the animal's
suffering and another 25K in punitive damages.
Spuds McKentie is representing the poodle and
predicts a major award.

Insight February 27. 1989

At Least He Said "Excuse me"!
It was a costly burp for James Jordan. and now the
New Hampshire Supreme Court must determine whether
it was intentional. Jordan belched while being admini·
stered a Breathalyzer test. which pegged the meter high
and resulted in a three-month license suspension. He
said he tried not to burp. especially after the police
warned him that burping would be interpreted as a
refusal to take the driving test !unless of course you
cough first. which means yes). Better pack some Alka·
Seltzer for the drive home.

Chicago Tribune, January 1989

Seen on the Bathroom Wall
~Do you think It's appropriate for me to send a man
to jall to the tune of 'Jingle Bells'?"

Harris County (Houston) Court-at-Law judge Mark
Atkinson, after an attorney inadvertently (and at pre·
clsely the wrong moment). poked the button of a musical
necktie that plays that festive holiday song.

National Law JournaL January 9, 1989

